Abstract Tvodimensional negatively charged donor centres D2-(i.e. the states formed by a neutral donor Do binding two extra electrons) in a strong magnetic field wilh electrons confined to the spin-split zero Landau levels 01, 01 are considered. When the admixture of higher Landau levels is neglected, the energies and eigenfunclions of the doublet S = states are obtained. I1 is shown that both the doublet and the quadruplet DL-states, although localized, lie above lhe ground Dsinglet and triplet states, respeclively, i.e. have negative binding energies and, hence, are thermodynamically unstable against separation of an electron. and quadruplet S =
Introduction
Recently Huant ef al [1, 2] in a series of magneto-optical experiments have shown that by selective doping of GaAs/Ga,-,AI,As quantum wells (aws) it is possible to 'engineer' a stable population of negative donor centres D-(i.e. neutral donors trapping a second electron) or even to convert all neutral donors within a QW to D-131. Since the work of Huant et UI the problem of a quasi-two-dimensional (am) D- centre in a strong magnetic field, one of the simplest correlated quantum-confined systems, has attracted much attention Theoretical consideration of QZD D-centres in magnetic fields includes the quantum diffusion Monte Carlo studies of Pang and Louie [4] of the singlet Ds ground state, the consideration of a strictly two-dimensional ( 2~) limit in a strongmagneticfield approximation [5, 6] where D-eigenstates can be found exactly (see also [I) , variational calculations of the singlet D-binding energies with the inclusion of the polaron corrections of Shi et a1 [SI and variational calculations of D-singlet transition energies [9] for wide (510 A) GaAs/Ga,-,AI,As Qws and fields B < 6 T (see also [lo] ). In particular, Larsen and McCann 1. 51 and Dzyubenko [6] have independently shown that the strong magneto-optical transitions of the D-singlet lead to final excited localized D-states, and not a continuum (as was assumed in [1,4,8]) which in the relevant region of energies is absent. As a result, D-transition energies exceed considerably the D-binding energy and, hence, direct comparison between the theories [4, 8] and magneto-optical experiments is impossible. More recently, direct A B Lkyubenko diagonalization of the Hamiltonian for narrow (100 A) GahlGal-&I&s QWs with a consistent treatment of the non-parabolicity and subsequent inclusion of magnetopolaron corrections 1111 enables one to derive the energies and line strengths of the dipole-allowed spin-singlet and spin-triplet magneto-optical transitions of D-. Admixture of higher levels can be neglected when I , = (hc/eB)'l2 < R, = eh2/m*e2. If we change from the orthogonal transformation to the coordinates 17,141
the complete orthonormal basis set of states with the total spin S, its projection S, and with the total angular momentum projection M , = -(i + k + 2n) is given by li, k, n)s,s. = a71(2)ilk ~) s , s . IN) Ib obtain mathematically close descriptions for both S = 4 and S = f D2-states, we extend Laughlin's representation (4) to the doublet S = 4 states and construct the rotul antisymmetric wavefunction of the relative motion (which is convenient in computing the matrix elements; see (10) and (11) with S = in figure 2. The spin energies g'pBBS, of electrons in a magnetic field are not taken into account explicitly throughout this paper.
The excited branches of the spectra in which the energy is an increasing function of 1M.I emerge when the quantum numbers k and n of the relative motion are fixed low. Physically, such states correspond to a situation when all three electrons in close proximity to each other are moved away from the donor ion D+ (compare the discussion of the D-spectra in [6] ). The upper bounds of the spectra, asymptotically achieved at IM,I B 1, are given by the largest energies in a system of three electrons (without Dt), 1.5910Eo for S = 4 and 0.9612E0 for S = $, i.e. by the eigenenergies of the Hamiltonian He in the states 10,l,O),,z and 10,3,0) ,,, from (11).
The lowest branches of the spectra with the energies decreasing with increasing lMEl correspond to a situation when two electrons are bound to the donor ion, forming D-in the ground state, while the thud electron is moved away from the donor complex to the maximal (allowed at the given M,) distance. increasing IM,I are distributed over further larger areas, weakly interacting with each other and the donor ion D+.
(ii) For rather large IM,I in the spectrum, states corresponding to the ground and excited states of DU whose energies are slightly shifted upwards owing to the presence of two electrons at large distances from a Du complex should appear.
The important point which we wish to s t r m is that there are no D2-states with energies below firstly the D-singlet ground state for S = 4 and secondly the Dtriplet ground state for S = $, ie. all DZ-states have negative binding energies.
Therefore, D2-states are thermodynamically unstable against the separation of an electron via D2;_3/2(*/2) -D,=,(U) + e-.
(13)
However, it should be noted that, because of the localizing effect of a magnetic field B, all states of 2D electrons in the presence of a donor ion D+ are discrete and, strictly speaking, there i s no continuum. Therefore, an electron which goes to infinity kom D2-should pass through the intermediate states with larger radii having larger magnetic quantum numbers. (Obviously, at some step the isolated impurity picture ceases to be valid in that process. In other words, the broadening of Landau levels due to a finite impurity concentration nimp (and other factors) should be taken into account. Here it is assumed that the impurity broadening of Landau levels is small compared with E,,. This is expected to be the case for impurity concentrations such that 2?r&n,, < 1.)
A B Dzyubenko
Hence, zD D2-states in high fields (at least in principle) can be metastable and (in a solid body) they become unstable at low temperatures through a cascade emission of acoustic phonons. The possibility of observing D2-states in Q Z D semiconductor QWs in high fields for non-equilibrium conditions (e.g. under photoexcitation) depends on their lifetimes which, through the level energy positions and acoustiophonon-assisted transition matrix elements, are B dependent.
